3io	NOTES ON CHAPTER IX
next  in  order   of   " badness."    The   order   of   " goodness" is
XI, X, VII, VI, III.
 34.	The rule is given in note Q (e).    Similar rules are given in
the Kalaprakasika.
 35.	The  Moon's   modifying   influence   on   malefic  planets is
orthodox.    The application of the Antardasas  (see note L) to
general astrological problems is in accordance with tradition.
 36.	The allotment of so many weapons to each planet appears
to have no sanction, but see Hindu Astron. p. 112.
 37.	This is a list of planetary domiciles and of planets hostile
to each other (see note F).    See also §§ 10 and 54 for hostile
planets, and §§ 14, 24, 25, 48 and 50 for domiciles.    Rahu, gg, is
mentioned in §§ 10, 48 and 50.
 38.	The rule is dealt with in note H.    It occurs also in § 69.
 39.	The phrase " 9th nachutter from <y>  or 8th from y " is
meaningless, and possibly should read " 9th Ross from <¥» &c."
Apart from this there is so much ambiguity about the data that
little can be made of the rule.    See note Q (d).
 40.	See note J (a).    This list of bad nakshatras is subordinated
to the rule in § 39.
 41.	The information here given may be compared with that
given in §§ 12 and 62.    The planets mentioned are all malefics.
The reference is to § 38.    See note H.
42.	This is not properly astrological but is akin to the system of
Gematria.    See note Q, and for other similar rules see §§ 34, 35, 68,
Similar rules are found in patristic writings, etc.
43-44. See note H.
 45.	This appears to sum up the salient points already discussed,
but it is not very illuminating.
 46.	See note E.
 47.	See note C.    The signs are here quite orthodoxly arranged
in trigons or triplicities.
trigons.	elements.
 1.	T	5- ft	9- t	Fire.
 2.	b             6. TTJ	10. y^	Earth.
3- H            7. =£=	ii. ess	Air.
4. an	8. TT^         12. X	Water.
48.	(Rahu) 8 is said to be lord of Virgo—on what authority is
not known.    The rule is dealt with in note L ; it is given again
in §52.

